There are three animals for you to make for your Safari Park - using the chenille
strips and stickers supplied. There is also a feeding trough and a palm tree to make.
If you want to color your own animals and backgrounds, do this first. (Crayons not
included.) Turn the pieces over to see the pictures in black and white. There are also
some blank sheets for your own designs.

Instructions
First ask an adult to help you cut the black chenille strip in half, one of the green
chenille strips in half and one green chenille strip into four equal pieces. Now you
are ready to start!

Lion
You will need one piece of black chenille strip, the two yellow chenille strips and
some eye stickers.
Tail - Use one of the pieces of black chenille strip and
thread it through the hole at the tail end of the lion’s
body, leaving two even lengths (see pic 1).
Then twist the two lengths round each other
(see pic 2). Fold the ends over at the end of the tail.
Bend the tail to make the shape you want.
Legs - Take a yellow chenille strip and thread it through
the hole at the front of the body. Then loop one end
over and thread it through the hole again (see pic 3).
Pull tight. Fold one strip over and twist the
lengths round each other (see pic 4). Repeat
with the other leg.
You can make legs shorter by twisting more.
Turn the ends up to make feet, and bend the
legs to any shape you want.
Repeat this to make the back legs.
Then add some funny eyes and your lion is
done!
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Giraffe
You will need one piece of black chenille strip, the two
orange chenille strips and some eye stickers. Make the
tail exactly the same as for the lion. Make the legs the
same as the lion but using the orange chenille strips,
and twist the back legs more so they are shorter than
the front ones.
Then add some funny eyes and your giraffe is done too!

Crocodile
You will need the two longer pieces of green chenille
strip and some eye stickers.
Take a piece of green chenille strip and thread it through
the front hole in the crocodile’s body. Then loop one end
over and thread it through the hole again. Pull tight.
Bend the chenille strip to make long feet and short legs
(no need to twist as you needed to do for the animals
with longer legs).
Repeat for the back legs.
Then add some funny eyes and your crocodile is done!

Feeding Trough
You will need the four small green pieces of chenille
strip.
If you want to color the inside of the trough do this first.
Take a piece of green chenille strip and thread it through
the holes in one corner of the trough from the outside
(see pic 5). Then twist the two ends inside to keep the
corner edges together.
Repeat for the other three corners.
Your trough is done!

Palm tree
You will need the main tree trunk piece and the small
base section. Simply slot the base into the trunk and the
tree is made!

Stickers
Now use the stickers to decorate whatever you wish.

Display
Open the box and slot the display panel in position as
shown on the back of the box.
Put the animals, trough and tree in the front section to display.
Remember you can take the tails and legs off and make the animals again to
play and display.

We appreciate your comments on On Safari. Please send your correspondence to:
Pressman Toy Corporation
Dept: On Safari
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Piscataway, NJ 08854-4126
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